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PB66 - Lincat Silverlink 600 Electric Counter-top Pasta Cooker - Twin Tank -
W 600 mm - 2 x 3.0 kW

  

Not only does the Silverlink 600 Electric Pasta Boiler deliver perfect pasta every time, it also has the versatility to be used as a steamer and
Bain Marie, too. 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
Price with discount £932.00

£1,118.40

Discount 

Ask a question about this product 

ManufacturerLincat 

Description 

Delivering perfect pasta, time after time
Front mounted controls ensure safe working practice
Hinging element with safety cut-out provides easy access to tank for cleaning
Thermostatic control maintains accurate water temperature

Enhanced resistance to punishing salt and starch corrosion with high quality grade 304 stainless steel tanks, basket support plates, and
corrosion-resistant elements
Front drain taps with straight drain pipes for fast, easy drainage of water - and no blockages
Lid to reduce heat up time and also cover tanks when not in use
Convenient twin electrical cables on PB66 twin tank model allow you to plug in to standard 13 amp sockets
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Full Description

Not only does the Silverlink 600 Electric Pasta Boiler deliver perfect pasta every time, it also has the versatility to be used as a steamer and
Bain Marie, too. This twin tank model boasts convenient twin electrical cables which allow you to plug in to two standard 13 amp sockets. The
boiler comes with a lid to reduce heat up time and also cover the tanks when not in use, while the thermostatic control maintains an accurate
water temperature throughout. Ideal for cafes as well as smaller pubs and restaurants, the boiler also features enhanced resistance to punishing
salt and starch corrosion with high quality grade 304 stainless steel tanks, basket support plates, and corrosion-resistant elements.

 

Reviews

There are yet no reviews for this product. 
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